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Digitally-mediated, user-generated narratives can be used to center voices 

marginalized through other empirical modes of inquiry. I take the case of for-profit 

colleges to consider how using social media content as digital ethnographies, paired with 

intersectionality theories, can critically interrogate hegemonic narratives of non-

traditional students in online, for-profit degree programs. The study presents findings 

from a content analysis of Facebook posts from an online support group. The members 

are all earning their PhDs from online for-profit colleges. An analysis of 291 posts 

produced over six months by 49 participants evidences how students co-create 

organizational accounts of meaning that resists dominant ideologies of rational college 

choice models.  
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Introduction 

Despite a growing literature on market-based, proprietary higher education in the 

U.S. (Beaver 2009; Breneman, Pusser, and Turner 2006; Chung 2008; Cooley 2011; 

Deming, Goldin, and Katz 2011; Hentscke, Lechuga, and Tierney 2010; Kelly 2001; 

Lechuga 2006.; Ruch 2003; U.S. Sentate HELP Committee 2012) we know relatively 

little about students’ experiences of for-profit colleges. For-profit colleges, such as The 

University of Phoenix, are credential-granting institutions whose tax designation allows 

owners to extract profit (Kinser 2007). While traditional higher education institutions 

certainly generate revenue (e.g. college athletics) their regulatory designation does not 

allow them to extract and distribute tuition revenue as profits. As a result of their “client 

seeking” behaviors (Arum, Gamoran and Shavit 2007), for-profit colleges market 

aggressively and charge high tuition rates policy and research has considered out of line 

with their poor academic quality (Cellini and Goldin 2013). This tension has generated 

significant debate about the efficacy and value of market-based higher education (Chung 

2008; Deming, Goldin, and Katz 2011, 2013; Gilpin, Saunders, and Stoddard 2013; 

Lechuga 2008; National Women’s Law Center 2012; Rosenbaum, Deil-Amen, and 

Person 2007; Ruch 2003). Greater debate has not translated into more research about 

students enrolled in for-profit colleges, a disproportionate number of whom are African 

American, Hispanic and female. The dominance of rational choice modeling of for-profit 

college returns has generated a narrative of for-profit students lacking agency rather than 

resources. This study uses intersectionality frameworks and data from digital 

autoethnographies (n=291), student-generated narrative accounts of their educational 

experiences in for-profit colleges produced via social networking sites (SNS). It explores 

how students make meaning of two prevailing narratives about for-profit colleges: 

student loan indebtedness and institutional prestige. I find that students exploit SNS to 

co-create retrospective organizational accounts of their educational choices, constraints 

and contexts that privilege agency over structural limitations.  

 

College Choice Models as Normative Epistemologies  

College choice models are the dominant mode of explaining how and why 

students attend different types of institutions. College choice models assume that 
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cognition precedes action and choices can be understood as those that either do or do not 

further one’s goal of earning a degree or qualifying for an objectively “good” job. 

Assumptions that privilege the choices of students who conform to traditional higher 

education (Tierney & Venegas, 2009) are embedded in college choice models. For 

example, these models assume that future labor market returns are knowable. But 

“knowable” is a social construct that is more meaningful depending on one’s social 

location. Students who do not have to anticipate age, gender, sexuality or racial bias in 

labor markets are more likely to have their predictions rewarded in those labor markets. 

Their predictions belie the knowability of future returns by not considering systemic 

inequalities that make futures more socially contingent for minorities, women, and low-

status students. Rational choice models assume a rational sequence of events that are not 

sensitive to students’ embeddedness in social groups. And, the significant role of 

knowable futures in rational choice models privileges students less impacted by external 

constraints on how they’re educational attainment will be valued by gatekeepers, 

institutions and peers.  By de-centering student experiences in empirical analysis and 

modeling experience as a sequence of rational choices based on knowable externalities, 

higher education research that marginalizes the experiences of “nontraditional” (Deil-

Amen 2012) and “underrepresented” (Swail 2003) students compounds their marginality.  

Students classified in the literature, as “non-traditional” comprise half of all 

students enrolled in degree-granting institutions (Deil-Amen 2011). Despite comprising a 

significant number of all college students, non-traditional students are marked as different 

from traditional students. The distinction has utility because of ideological, cultural 

distinctions about normativity, race, class, and gender. Deil-Amen says, “Our 

conceptions of the typical idealized college student are based on traditional notions and 

an imagined norm of someone who begins college immediately after high school, enrolls 

full-time, lives on campus, and is ready to begin college level classes” (2011:2). 

Traditional notions and imagined norms are allusions to cultural ideologies about an ideal 

student type that stigmatizes non-conforming students, too often absent critiques of 

structural processes that produce these differences.  

Intersectionality theory offered an ontological and epistemological critique of 

rationality as ideological tools that could never “dismantle the master’s house” (Lorde 
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1995). From their perspective, objective models of being, knowing and behaving 

privileges the experiences of powerful groups over the less powerful. Social science that 

uses these models without critically interrogating who and what constitutes the “correct” 

way of being, knowing and behaving reinscribes the very power relations being studied. 

Although used frequently, empirical observations of rational college choice models 

among for-profit college students note that the model is “too individualistic, not 

accommodating the social structures in which each student is embedded” (Iloh and 

Tierney 2014: 25). Because the meritocracy ideal is particularly strong in higher 

education discourses (Stevens 2009), post-hoc attribution of meaning to students’ lived 

experiences of college milieus risk attributing systemic inequalities that constrain college 

choices to individual characteristics like race, class, and ability (Chung 2008).   

 Constructivist accounts of the college-going experience argue that “college choice” 

belies the complex macro and micro interactions students engage on the way to becoming 

students.  “Where a student attends college and what she or he studies have become 

increasingly tied to social background”, and ascriptive group identities like race, class, 

and gender (Mullen 2010:8). This has long been a concern of equity and access agendas 

as it relates to how and why more poor and minority students are underrepresented in 

traditional higher education (Perna 2000; Reay, David, and Ball 2005; Zimdars 2010). As 

for-profit colleges experienced a, “six-fold increase in student enrollment and three-fold 

increase in degree completions at for-profit colleges over the last two decades” (Gilpin et 

al. 2013:3) so has interest in how and why they have expanded so rapidly. That research 

has examined the demographic make-up of for-profit students (Chung 2013), the accrual 

of student loan debt (Deming, Goldin Katz 2013), how students fare in the labor market 

should they earn a degree (Cellini and Chaudhary 2012: Lang and Weinstein 2013) and 

the “rational choice” matrices students might engage as they self-select into for-profit 

colleges (Iloh and Tierney 2014).  These studies generally find that for-profit students 

have higher debt loads, higher rates of student loan defaults, and marginally lower labor 

market returns. With the finding that, “youth from minority and disadvantaged 

backgrounds and those ill-prepared for college increasingly and disproportionately have 

enrolled in programs at for-profit colleges” (Deming et al 2013: 5) media accounts hold 

forth that the for-profit sector is a bad college choice made worse because marginalized 
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students disproportionately choose them (Luzer 2014).  

Centering for-profit students in research of for-profit higher education is easier 

said than done for two reasons. For-profit colleges are not obligated to provide access to 

independent researchers and because the institutions do not have a research imperative, 

faculty in these institutions are unlikely to research their students. Additionally, few for-

profit colleges have physical campuses with unstructured student spaces that can be 

observed. Despite these severe limitations, students enrolled in for-profit higher 

education are creating spaces for peer interaction and collective meaning making (Weick 

1995). Some of these spaces are in online social media platforms, such as Facebook 

where students exploit the group controls, permissions, and social connections to form 

informal learning spaces. Their social media content, comprised of posts and peer 

interactions, constitute digitally-mediated autoethnographic narratives of their 

educational milieus. The digital component is not just for show; it has methodological 

significance. The platform affords student-users to control how and with whom they 

share their narrative accounts. They have been produced without an expectation of 

performing for the researcher’s gaze or approval from important gatekeepers at their 

institutions. Participation is entirely voluntary and the exchanges are unstructured, unlike 

surveys or interviews. Additionally, the social media context affords analysis of 

discourses across time and various interactions. This could reveal patterns harder to 

identify via survey or interview methods that offer a snapshot of memory or observation. 

 

Digital Ethnographies and Sensemaking: A Way of Knowing  

Autoethnographies denaturalize hegemonic relations (Choo and Ferree 2010; 

Kvasny, Greenhill, and Trauth 2005; Kvasny 2006; Naples and Sachs 2000) by shifting 

marginal voices to the center of analysis. When paired with intersectional standpoint  

theories that “analytically foregrounds the rhetoric of voice” (Choo and Marx Ferree 

2010:133), autoethnographies can study difference without reifying the “often unmarked 

neutral categories” (Brekhus 1998) of hetereonormative, male, middle class whiteness. 

Social media “allow users to fashion their own identities, to evoke instant public 

discussions, to publish their own adaptations, or to collaborate with content creators” 

(Vlieghe, Vandermeersche, and Soetaert (2014:2).  By conceptualizing social media 
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content as user-generated autoethnographies, voice can be brought to the methodological 

foreground. Centering for-profit students’ texts can recover invisible archives of their 

lived experiences, which is absent from current research.      

Methodologically, intersectionality practitioners advanced qualitative methods as 

a political practice of denaturalizing normative notions of class, race, and gender as 

singular and universal. Because “[a]utoethnographic writing resists the “facade of 

objective research that decontextualizes subjects” (Spry 2001), narrative analysis of texts 

produced by non privileged groups are a primary means of resisting the naturalization of 

their unequal power position. Crenshaw’s “Mapping the Margins” argued that an 

intersectional analysis would, “need to account for multiple grounds of identity when 

considering how the social world is constructed” (1991). Doing so not only centers 

marginalized voices (Choo and Ferree 2010) but also observing group experiences at the 

margins of the “matrix of domination” crystallizes relationships of power, identity, and 

difference (Collins 1991). In the language of standpoint theory, the fish that must swim 

upstream understand better than those that float the motion of the ocean.  Qualitative 

analysis and ethnographic accounts have been important tools for furthering the aims of 

standpoint theories. Research has analyzed social media profiles and interactions as 

vehicles for identity formation (Hall, Pennington and Leuders 2014; Gosling et al. 

2011;Vazire and Gosling 2004), especially in the realm of impression management (Tong 

et al. 2008; Walther et al. 2009; Utz 2010). While these studies have primarily focused on 

social media as a phenomenological mode of inquiry, this study explores how narrative 

accounts of experience can yield data on institutions as well as actors’ experiences. By 

focusing on how students talk institutions “into meaning” (Weick 1995), the analysis can 

observe both individual actions and the contexts of those actions. In this construct, social 

media content are self-authored, self-generated texts produced by collectivities that share 

organizational roles. These collectivities talk their contexts into negotiated meaning 

through peer interactions. Modeling social media content as autoethnographic texts 

exploits social media’s affordances to publish one’s own adaptations of experience.  As a 

critical practice, social media as digital autoethnographies centers the voices of 

marginalized students. 

However, centering voices without an analytical framework to destabilize      
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normative assumptions can further stigmatize marginalized students. For this reason, I do 

not aim to “translate” (Choo and Marx Ferree 2010:138) students’ distinctive cultural  

logics to a presumably “normative” audience but to center their accounts of experience in 

the analysis. I do not take rational choice measures of quality and sequential decision-

making as my theoretical point of departure. Doing so ipso facto idealizes the 

assumptions of normativity as the objective measure of students’ behaviors. While 

rational choice models of experience understand cognition to precede action, 

sensemaking (Weick 1995) argues that action makes meaning that we attribute to 

cognition. This moves analysis from questions about “right” and “wrong” choices to the 

context applied to actions amidst ongoing, unpredictable flows of experience to which all 

groups are subject. Or, put simply in Weick’s propositional summation of sensemaking: 

“how can I know what I think until I see what I say? (1995)” Actors make sense of flows 

of experience retrospectively in ongoing accounts of meaning that are co-constructed 

with others who share their organizational contexts. Because sensemaking is grounded in 

“multiple identities of individuals” (Smerek 2010) as well as their collective identity as a 

group, it privileges who actors say they are. There are seven elements of sensemaking, 

presented here in propositional form (Dervin 1983) for clarity as the full theory falls 

beyond the scope of this paper: 

<Table 1. Seven Analytical Dimensions of Sensemaking with Propositional 

Descriptions> 

 

The social media context of peer interaction complements sensemaking’s         

analytical foci on social and ongoing creation of epistemological accounts of experience. 

According to Gee, social media platforms create environments that can be described as 

affinity spaces. These are spaces where affiliation between people is based primarily on 

common interests and endeavors; where different forms of knowledge, both individual 

and distributed, are encouraged; where tacit knowledge is acknowledged (Gee 2005:225–

228). Social media narratives are well-suited for a framework that centers “action” as 

opposed to choice (Weick et al 2005) because it records accounts of action, ordered using 

automatic timestamps of every interaction. Additionally, social media is designed to 

encourage interactions. Sensemaking understands meaning as talked into existence, a 
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context that inculcates relationships, knowledge sharing, trust-based behaviors, and the 

flows of information that put the “social” in social media. For this analysis I focus 

narrowly on how students “bracket” their flow of experience by choosing which cues to 

extract. Because these cues are bound by their roles in college organizations, the 

extracted cues provide evidence of both what constrains their individual agency and how 

they make meaning of the actions they pursue. I then analyze how the group creates 

ongoing meaning of these experiences through social processes of talk, affinity, and 

negotiation. I trace the meaning made of these extracted cues through comments, 

responses (e.g. “Facebook likes”), and dialogue.  

 

Methods  

I participated in a Facebook group for women who are “enrolled in or have      

recently earned a PhD”. SWAG has 1,601 members. It is a closed group and membership 

requires moderator approval. A convenience survey of participants shows that the group 

reflects demographic statistics of for-profit college student populations, i.e. they are all 

women and disproportionately African American, Hispanic, and primary caregivers of 

children.   

 
<Figure 1. Face, Marital and Parental Status of SWAG Members (N=234)> 

 

After being approved for membership, I introduced myself by posting to the 

group. The post clearly identified my university affiliation, degree status and my intent to 

conduct research in the group. Over six months I visited the group two to three times a 

week, which appeared to be typical of the group’s most active members. On occasion, I 

responded to posts requesting information or a resource. All of these comments provided 

explicit rather than tacit information. For example, in one case I provided a link to a 

popular text on research methodology. I refrained from chiming in on tacit information 

about navigating graduate school cultures or bureaucratic processes. I felt that this could 

upend the “power differential” (Hine 2000) that is always part of the researcher-

participant divide. Also, my contributions would not have been very helpful. Very early 

on, it was clear that I did not have the proper institutional context or knowledges to give 

useful tacit information. The context of these queries often appealed to knowledge 
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specific to the for-profit, online college context. For example, a student would ask about 

experiences getting to “track 2” or “milestone 8” in their degree programs. Those 

references do not have any meaning in my not-for-profit doctoral degree context. I should 

note that the references communicated meaning to the other members of the group (as 

measured by the frequency with which members responded to those posts and how 

infrequently they asked for clarification of the terms).  

I extracted every post made to the group spanning a six-month period. This 

produced 306 individual autoethnographic accounts for analysis. I archived each account 

using a mixed methods analysis software package. The software allowed me to append 

each document with “descriptors” or categorical fields I could define. For each text I 

defined five descriptive categories: date posted, date retrieved, number of “likes”, number 

of comments, and number of “reshares”. After cleaning and familiarizing myself with the 

data, I created a second set of descriptive categories related to students’ institutional and 

social contexts. These five categories were: name of their college or university; their field 

of study; any declared ascriptive identity markers (race, class, gender, marital and 

parental status).   

A first level content analysis was conducted to cull the user names of all those 

who posted during this observational period. That list had 61 names. Frequency counts 

from the descriptive fields generated a list of “power users” during that period. I defined 

power users as those who posted and commented more than the median frequency of 

comments and posts produced by all the members during the time period observed. That 

list had 23 names. I then used Facebook messaging and email asking to interview users 

for their views on social support and their experience of the group. I conducted six 

interviews from this target group of 23. I conducted semi-structured interviews using 

Skype. Interviews increase the validity of case study analysis (Miles and Huberman 

1994). The interviews focused on why and how they used the group, how they would 

describe their experience of the group and the context of their degree program’s 

institutional culture. I used interview data to refine coding schemes and to triangulate my 

analysis.  

In the end, every user that posted to the group during a six-month period had a 

single digital autoethnography, including text, images, and hyperlinks to media outside 
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the Facebook platform (e.g. news stories). The autoethnographies analyzed here represent 

only those for whom I could procure verbal or written consent (n=49). Each digital      

autoethnography included descriptive data about identity, social locations, and group 

participation. My methods of analysis were informed by grounded theory (Charmaz 

2006; Strauss and Cobin 1998; Glaser and Strauss 1967). My goal was to exploit the 

analytical utility of sensemaking in an organizational context where it has not yet been 

applied, rather than to develop a new theory from “scratch”. The first step was open 

coding of all the documents, including digital autoethnographies, Facebook comments 

and interview data (Strauss and Corbin 1998). Because social media content includes 

dates and identity markers from user profiles and the software allowed me to organize the 

data using them, I could analyze these codes across time, events, and identity groupings. I 

focused on bracketing and how talk produces conventions. Bracketing captures 

interruptions to flows of experience and how students enact sense of those interruptions. 

These are moments of cognitive dissonance wherein agency meets constraint. Talking 

conventions into being simultaneously captures the relational process of sensemaking 

while acknowledging the ways in which sensemaking activities are “shaped by broad 

forces” and “powerful actors” like professions, interest groups, and – important for this 

case study – educational bureaucracies (Lounsbury and Glynn 2001; Weick et al 2005).  

To isolate moments of action and constraint, I identified what students talked 

about that presumably caused them to post to the group (enactment); how they talked 

about what happened (retrospect and context); and, how they collectively made meaning 

of what happened relative to their shared context in for-profit colleges (talk, voice, and 

process). I moved back and forth between codes and the data both in isolated chunks and 

in the context of the Facebook posts. 

 

Findings 

The members of SWAG, referred to as Swaggers, are all enrolled in online PhD 

programs at one of three of the largest for-profit colleges: The University of Phoenix, 

Capella University, and Walden University. Unless the institutional context is salient to 

the context, I refer to these three institutions as ProfitU throughout to preserve students’ 

anonymity. Swaggers are pursuing degrees across six disciplines: education, 
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organizational science, business, clinical psychology, nursing, and communications. Data 

were analyzed to explore three questions generated by a theoretical aim to center 

marginalized students’ experiences without reinscribing hegemonic narratives of their 

educational choices. Those questions were 1) what are students doing in online groups 2) 

why are they in online groups and 3) how do they engage sensemaking processes in their 

shared organizational context? I find Swaggers use online spaces as virtual graduate 

student lounges, to share tacit and explicit information specific to their for-profit college 

context. They are in the groups because online degree-seeking isolates them from 

geographically-bound peer networks and their for-profit organizational context isolates 

them culturally from similar support mechanisms designed for students in traditional PhD 

programs. Finally, two contextual narratives emerged from students’ digital 

autoethnographies: 1) student debt 2) “real” versus “fake” degrees. 

A single Meta convention that situated these narratives in a grander sensemaking 

account also emerged. I call that Meta convention the Struggle convention. The Struggle 

acknowledges that powerful actors constrain students’ actions, hard work, and eventual 

rewards. But, the constraints are rendered as evidence that the degree is valuable. This 

counters hegemonic sensemaking accounts that students in for-profit colleges’ struggle 

with debt, low institutional support and their already complicated lives should signal to 

them that their degree pursuits are inferior or abnormal. Instead, Swaggers measure the 

value of their non-traditional PhDs by how hard it is to earn them. Constraints that make 

earning the degree harder make the degree more valuable. This includes student debt and 

external valuations of their degrees as illegitimate or inferior. By centering students’ 

voices through their self-produced texts, “objective” hierarchies of college choice lose 

their analytical power to explain how and why students choose these schools that, “are 

typically both more expensive and have a narrower academic scope than their public 

competitors” (Gilpin, Saunders and Stoddard 2013).  

 

Making Sense of Student Debt 

A doctoral degree is an expensive undertaking for African American, Hispanic, 

working class, and first generation students in almost any institutional context (Fox 1992; 

Stewart, Williamson, and King 2008). Students who do not benefit from the largesse of 
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generational wealth and status are more likely to incur debt in graduate school, even 

when their programs provide modest stipends and tuition scholarships. But, it is true, that 

for-profit colleges have fewer non-debt alternatives for Swaggers. Because the for-profit 

online degree program institutional context means they cannot offer graduate and 

teaching assistantships or institutional aid, earning a PhD in them is especially expensive. 

Of the posts that offered a number, students report having borrowed $92,000 to $180,000 

for all of their degrees up to and including their PhD program debt. Like most students in 

for-profit colleges, Swaggers report paying for this using federal student loan programs. 

Because the “free” grant money that does not need to be repaid rarely applies to graduate 

study, they are primarily using student loans that must be paid back after they graduate 

from or withdraw from school. Paying for their PhDs was a significant concern for many 

Swaggers and posts about debt were very active.  

Student debt concerns were most often broached in the context of asking for tacit 

and explicit information about funding. Ashley’s post is an exemplar: 

 

I have finished all of my coursework. I only need to do my competency exam and 

do my dissertation. Problem...I have maxed out student loans and have a balance 

at my university which I am trying to pay off now. Does anyone know of some 

options I can use to get funding? I've tried scholarships, but it appears they are 

mostly for low-income applicants. 

 

Graduate and professional school students may borrow up to $20,500 per year from the 

unsubsidized Federal Stafford loan. The cumulative loan limits are $138,500, including 

undergraduate debt. If Ashley has “maxed out” then she has borrowed more than 

$138,000 over her educational career. There were nine other posts about “maxing out” in 

these data. The high cost of non-traditional degrees (especially those from the for-profit 

college sector) is one of the most polemic policy and public debates in higher education. 

But, Ashley is not bemoaning her debt. She is asking for help in accruing more debt.  

Comments in the post quickly turn to explicit information, i.e. where Ashley 

might find additional loan money to continue her doctoral studies. Cara tells Ashley to try 

“GradPlus loans”. She complements that information with some explicit information 
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about GradPlus credit underwriting guidelines: “[Ashley] must have decent credit and the 

interest rate is higher” but Cara says, “[she] had to turn to them”. Even after Ashley 

shares that GradPlus previously denied her loan request, members continue to signal that 

this is a legitimate funding choice by sharing that they, too, have borrowed money from 

them. If the response doesn’t further Ashley’s problem solving, what does it do? Sense 

making argues that meaning is attributed to events not to explain them but to literally 

make them make sense in cultural and episodic experience of those events. The efficacy 

of information is judged not for its accuracy but its plausibility. Cosigning in social 

media is a way of signaling community membership and policing group boundaries 

(Smithson et al. 2011). The “me, too” chorus of GradPlus recommendations after Ashley 

has said twice that they denied her suggests that sharing their experiences with GradPlus 

is a way of making “maxing out” make sense. They must not have taken on an excessive 

amount of debt if more debt can be accrued through means made legitimate because other 

students share it. Accruing more debt becomes both sensible and plausible based on the 

accounts of students who share Ashley’s social location and organizational context.   

 

A True Graduate Has Student Loans: Making Sense of Credentials and Legitimacy  

Credentialing is a significant part of education in a culture where the dominant 

system of capitalist exchange assigns value (itself a type of structural sense making) to 

formal proxies of skills and knowledge. Across social sciences, policy and public        

discourse, gainful employment is the assumed end of college attainment. Consequently, 

powerful actors frequently cite the poor labor market returns to non-traditional degrees as 

evidence of their low prestige and underwhelming institutional reputation (Fain 2014.). 

This can become an implicit judgment of students enrolled in such programs, e.g.    

choosing poorly is evidence that people who choose poorly are somehow inferior. 

Swaggers express concerns about how powerful actors might value their degrees. But, 

they reject the idea that their degrees are objectively inferior to traditional college 

degrees. Instead, they talked about value relative to systemic biases like Mary’s concerns 

about ageism in the labor market: 

 

“…[I] would like to begin my PHD in October at ProfitU. I'm 46 years old and a 
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little nervous that I will not be employable by the time I complete the program. 

Can some give me some advise [sic] or tell me about their experience at ProfitU 

or in the PHD program.” 

 

Immediately, Swaggers exert an alternative plausible account of Mary’s concerns. Jada 

says, “First, you should not think you won't be employable. At that level, you create your 

own employment.” Jada’s reply exemplifies how Swaggers construct doctoral degrees as 

subjective and symbolic. Mary should not consider her doctorate degree an external     

object with objective labor market value. Instead, Mary should make sense of her        

educational pursuits as a process of becoming capable of creating her own labor market 

value. Jada’s account is popular with other Swaggers. Her comment is “liked” eight times 

in a post that is liked twelve times and has fourteen comments. It is the most liked   

comment in the discussion .The comment does not go so far as to explain the explicit 

process of creating one’s own employment but in other posts members describe plans to 

consult or start their own businesses. Aubrey advises that labor market discrimination is 

illegal and should Mary encounter it could be a “possible lawsuit”. If all else fails, 

Aubrey says, “Start your own business.” Karen assigns meaning to the degree level, a 

common practice among the group. The prestige value is in effort, persistence, denying 

naysayers and operates independent of institutional prestige. Karen tells Mary to ignore 

concerns about age and ageism because no one pays it any, “attention at all [at] this 

level.” 

The Swaggers also quickly responded the underlying concern about hegemonic 

sense of educational value in Mary’s post. The second comment in response assuages 

Mary’s explicit concerns about ageism by addressing ProfitU’s institutional legitimacy. 

Roxanne responds: 

“I've been with ProfitU since 2006 started with my Masters and concluding with 

my PhD next month. I can't speak for other learners but my experience has been 

great...it's definitely not a diploma mill, your grades are earned.” 

 

Alexis echoes a similar sense of meaning: 

“Your age isn't what makes you employable, your attitude and experience makes 
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you employable. When you have a PhD, many doors will open that may not have 

been open before.” 

 

Rational choice models assume students either do not know how others will 

perceive their degrees or the models diminish the importance of externalities like 

systemic bias and institutional racism. Swaggers demonstrated multiple accounts of 

anticipated labor market bias. Like Mary, this was often associated with age. Two posts 

mention concerns about having young children while networking with a new PhD in an 

occupational field in which they had not previously worked. Only one post intimated 

concerns about racial bias in the labor market. Across all four narrative accounts, 

Swaggers co-created a similar account of agency that trumps systemic or structural bias. 

For example, Mary can expect to create her own job thereby rendering labor market bias 

meaningless. In this account, Mary’s employability can only be enhanced by a legitimate 

degree and her degree is construed as legitimate not by external institutional rankings but 

the effort that proves it is not from a “diploma mill”. This account of sensibility 

acknowledges external constraints but creates an ongoing narrative of agency that not 

only applies meaning retroactively but also accounts for anticipated, future interruptions 

to their flow of  experience. This is a type of retrospective and ongoing sensemaking that 

also suggests a great desire to “think about and plan for the future” (Smerek 2010:395) in 

ways that do not undermine historical accounts of meaning. In this way, sensemaking is 

retrospective but also a talisman against future experiences of constraints.  

Rational college choice models operationalize institutional quality with proxies 

for institutional prestige, like third-party college rankings or large endowments. By these 

measures, for-profit colleges are low quality. None of them qualify to be ranked on 

hegemonic college rankings lists and endowments are antithetical to profit taking.   

Swaggers demonstrate few accounts of their institutions as low quality. Karen says that 

when her employer audits the accuracy of her employment file she tells them, “to call my 

pimp (lol) Sally Mae she can verify!”  Sally Mae is one of the largest U.S. originators and 

servicers of federal student loans. Cora cosigns Karen’s sense of debt as a legitimacy 

signal saying, “You right! a true graduate has connections with Sally Mae, Dept of Ed, 

Nelnet...other than an outdated resume!” NelNet is another large issuer and servicer of 
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U.S. student loans. Sally Mae, NelNet and the U.S. Department of Education represent 

the primary bureaucratic relationships Swaggers have with their student loan debt. These 

entities issue, service, and collect repayment on their student loan debt. They are also the 

entities to which they turn when they are close to “maxing out”. Contrary to assumptions 

that high student loan debt is a harbinger of bad choices, Swaggers employ student loan 

debt as symbolic evidence of their hard work. For them, no amount of comparative 

institutional prestige trumps their sense of debt as a proxy for prestige, operationalized as 

hard work and the conferral of a terminal academic degree.  

 

Struggle as a Convention: A Sensible Account of Agency, Constraints, and Contexts 

Swaggers make sense of institutional failures like poor research support or little 

mentoring as part of a meta-narrative of Struggle. The Struggle does not ignore 

institutional failure but makes different sense of it as a reinforcement of individual 

perseverance and group identity. Swaggers work hard. They “hustle”. And while others 

may also hustle and expend astronomical effort earning an Ivy League PhD, Swaggers 

would remind them that they could rarely match their struggle. Granted institutional 

failures are not unique to for-profit or online degree programs. Plenty of doctoral students 

complain about poor mentoring, isolation, bad advice, exploitation and so on. But 

Swaggers’ autoethnographic accounts reveal institutional weaknesses specific to for-

profit college characteristics and their assignation of value to failures, as evidence of 

individual agency, comprises a specific meta-narrative.  Dora talks about why she is close 

to maxing out:  

 

“I have [almost maxed out on student loans and degree progress] due to going 

through seven Chairs and one committee member…there is not much support 

when Chairs and committee members disappear and/or give very little support.” 

 

Frequent labor turnover could be more common in institutional contexts where there is no 

academic tenure system, such as is the case at ProfitU (Tierney and Hentschke 2007). 

This institutional characteristic manifests as an institutional failure for Dora. Other 

Swaggers comment on Dora’s lack of institutional support with reminders that 
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institutional failure is frequent and thus normal, e.g. “we’ve all been where you are 

before.” Dora pushes back against the assignation of normal to her conditions. She insists 

that the institutional failures are a sign that it is “time to throw in the towel.” Tara and 

Keisha, in turn, push back with an alternative sense of Dora’s experiences. Tara says, 

“quitting is not an option” because the “community of doctors” is not for quitters. Keisha 

implores Dora to, “Just keep fighting through the struggle.” The language of struggle 

comes up often among Swaggers. The struggle is what brought them to higher education. 

Mary wants a promotion. Lisa wants respect and a “wallet sized version of her PhD” on 

her person at all times to command respect from those who would not assume she is 

credentialed or worthy of deference.  

Labor market externalities become part of the Struggle convention, which 

encompasses other status-based determinations of credential value. Janice told me 

told me in an interview that she had “wanted a PhD as a little girl” even though she    

cannot remember why or how since she did not know anyone even with a college degree. 

She said she earned a salary increase at work for finishing her PhD but she “didn’t care 

about that. They could have kept it. I just wanted it.” If, Kara says, “everybody could do 

it a PhD wouldn’t mean anything”. It is, “supposed to be hard” as Lisa told me. The more 

their institutions fail, the more Swaggers struggle, and the more they struggle the more 

value they ascribe to their credentials. It is a meaningful hierarchy just like annual lists of 

the nation’s most bucolic college campuses. It is co-created and retrospectively assigned 

to experiences. It retrofits histories into meaningful schemas that preserve identities, 

groups, and resolves dissonance over any initial conflicts. Hard work can be matched but 

struggle must be made meaningful. By creating meaning of struggle, Swaggers resist   

alternative paradigms of degrees, institutions, and people that would devalue their 

degrees, constrain their aspirations or diminish their sense of selves.  

 

Digital Autoethnographies as Counter Narratives 

 Autoethnographies are an epistemological and ontological method of creating 

counter-narratives. Counter-narratives center experiences of statistical minorities and 

unprivileged categorical groups. Feminist standpoint theories have argued that women 

constitute such a group, with meaningful empirical differences for women who are also 
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ethnic/racial minorities, poor/working class, sexual minorities and other social locations 

of group identity. I have used the case of for-profit college students’ experiences of 

college choice to explore how digital autoethnographies can give voice to students at the 

margins of the higher education prestige hierarchy. These data counter empirical and 

cultural narratives about the normative experiences of college choice as objectively 

rational. I attribute that to the affordances of social media platforms and an intersectional 

understanding of affinity groups. Facebook allows Swaggers to erect group boundaries 

beyond the institutional authority of their institutions while preserving what they have in 

common, namely their shared organizational context of an online, for-profit college. This 

affinity grouping is also bound in status group identities of race and gender. Here, an 

intersectionality focus is important for the analysis. Issues like concerns about labor 

market bias and stigma become analytically clear when Swaggers are understood via their 

social locations as well as their affinity groupings. The group is restricted to women, 

those who have self-selected into the group are overwhelmingly black and Hispanic. 

These status groups, combined with their affinity groupings, define the collectivity and 

Facebook affords them a third space to gather as well as controls to police those group 

boundaries. Additionally, the structure of social media groups allows students to author 

their own narratives, albeit collectively negotiated, and to examine those narratives across 

time and group configurations. That is an empirical perspective difficult to observe in 

survey data or quantitative analysis.  

 Students’ authorial control and collective sensemaking beyond the boundaries of 

institutional authority makes social media content a viable empirical tool for 

intersectionality and critical social science. In this case, to the extent that students in high 

cost, low prestige institutions such as for-profit colleges do not act subsequent to rational 

choice assumptions of nontraditional students these students are, at best, a social problem 

to be solved. And, because the for-profit student population is disproportionately black, 

Hispanic and female difference can easily become stigma. The students in this case study 

do not judge their educational behaviors relative to external valuations of institutional 

prestige or cost-benefit analysis of degrees. They apply retrospective meaning to 

constraints on their educational choices. High cost, operationalized here as high student 

loan debt, is rarely talked into meaning as a rational cost. Instead, students make meaning 
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of high tuition as evidence of their commitment to social mobility. Even when concerns 

about external constraints on mobility like age discrimination are brought up in the group, 

Swaggers make sense of this “objective” reality through subjective meaning-making 

across multiple discourses over six months and multiple configurations of group 

members. This suggests these accounts are sticky, by which I mean the commonalities 

across multiple accounts signals their validity as organizationally specific. The external 

constraints on employability deemed so critical to anticipatory planning and action in 

rational college choice models are not absent from Swaggers’ accounts. Swaggers simply 

make different sense of constraints. It may be that externalities such as employers’ 

perceptions of older women or online degrees as inferior are too complicated to anticipate 

in concrete terms, particularly when the characteristics of concern cannot be changed. 

Mary will still be 46 years old whether she can accurately predict the rate and nature of 

age discrimination in the labor market or not.  Externalities may also be ultimately 

impossible to navigate (Dozier 2012). Swaggers talk frequently about managing work, 

families, and relationships in addition to earning a degree. These are roles with 

significant social penalties for failing to perform them (Heilman 2001; Hochschild 1997). 

Research has shown that for black, Hispanic and working class women those penalties 

can be particularly high when any failures are used by powerful actors to reinforce the 

legitimacy of them as inherently inferior (Kennelly 1999; Webber and Williams 2008). 

Swaggers are mostly happy that the online for-profit PhD option makes high degree 

attainment possible, even when institutional failures exacerbate their social and economic 

precarity. Choosing to not pursue an online for-profit PhD does not imply that one will 

instead choose a traditional PhD program. If one’s social location remains the same, it is 

most likely that students will instead choose to not pursue a PhD at all. Whether this is 

objectively “good” or “bad” is less an empirical question than a subjective moral one and 

research should be clear about the distinction. To the extent that research is not clear 

about that distinction, empirical inquiry reinforces ideology that structural inequalities are 

individual failures.  

As part of a broader critical social science agenda, digital autoethnographies can 

map the margins of organizations, institutions and social processes. Embedded 

assumptions about “objectivity” and “rationality” do not satisfactorily explain social 
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phenomenon as all groups experience them. For voices whose marginalization comes 

with the structural disadvantages of being racialized, classed, and gendered centering 

their autoethnographic narratives reclaims the politics of standpoint theories research and 

social policy. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. Seven Analytical Dimensions of Sensemaking with Propositional Descriptions  
 
 
Dervin, Brenda. An overview of sense-making research: Concepts, methods, and results 
to date. The Author, 1983. 
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Figure 1. Face, Marital and Parental Status of SWAG Members (N=234) 
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